HEALTH SERVICES INTEGRATION FUND (HSIF) ANNUAL PROJECT REPORT

DCI Number/Fiscal Year: HC-P022 (2020-2021)

NOTE: This document is a representation of the reporting requirements for DCI HC-P022. It is not a reporting template or a data collection tool. Where applicable, reporting templates, guides and data collection tools that will assist you to complete your reporting requirements will be provided by your Regional Office and are identified in bold lettering or italics throughout this document. Please contact your ISC-FNIHB Regional Office if you have not received a copy of the documents, if you have questions, or require assistance.

Program Reporting Requirements:

The recipient shall submit to the Minister an Annual Project Report which shall consist of a detailed written report describing the activities undertaken and the progress made towards achieving project objectives using the HSIF Progress report template and the HSIF Instruction Guide to Completing the HSIF Project Progress Report, available from the Regional Office.